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HARVEST
ISSUE

The
Uptown 

Girl
Blogger and farm wife/

mom Kate Lambert 
redefines success

GUEST COLUMN

Fantastic 
FALL

RECIPES!
Easy dishes for busy 

harvest days

HEARTY FARE 

Combine
Confessions

Keep your eyes on those 
yield monitors

WHAT’S HAPPENING  
IN THE COMBINE?

 > Early harvest results
 > Notes from the field
 > Harvest photos

GET READY FOR PANAMA!
2020 GETAWAY PREVIEW



T O  O U R  R E A D E R S

It’s the most wonderful 
time of the year

Brad Damery 
General Manager 

WHAT ARE 
WE TALKING 
ABOUT?
Feeling thankful

Thanksgiving is just around 
the corner and we’re feeling 

many of you, we know it 

family, laughs shared with 

at something you love and a 
chance to give it all another 

Check out our Spotify 
Playlist: NuTech Seed 
Harvest '19

We’re rocking out to our 

songs collected by growers 
throughout the Central Corn 

those long hours in the 
combine, grain cart or truck! 
Tell us what your favorites 

Follow NuTech Seed®

™®Trademarks of Dow AgroSciences, DuPont or Pioneer, and their affiliated companies or their respective owners.  

Sonic is not registered for sale or use in all states. Contact your state pesticide regulatory agency to determine if a product is registered 

for sale or use in your state. Always read and follow label directions. ©2019 Corteva  CA38-342-020   COR(09/19)  010-35548

Conquer Weeds
You have an ally in Sonic® soybean herbicide. When applied preemergence, Sonic is proven to 
defeat yield-robbers such as waterhemp, marestail and giant ragweed. With long-lasting residual 
control, it keeps fighting to defend your field from invaders. Visit BattleWeeds.com to learn more.
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NEW FACES
WELCOME OUR  
NEW DSM:   
RYAN MEISGEIER 

 

N U T E C H  N E W S

What's happening 
at NuTech this 
season?

 

EARLY RESULTS ARE IN FOR 
ENLIST E3™ SOYBEANS 

™ 

PREPPING FOR PANAMA

HARVEST SUPPORT

NOLAND  COMBINE
NuTech TSR Clint Gorden delivers a combine kit to 
customer Duane Noland—perfectly color-coordinated 
with his combine. (Yeah, we planned that.)

KARKOSH 
COMBINE

McDONALD 
COMBINE

The McDonald family, 
Carthage, IL, about to 

put their combine kit to 
good use.

MULDER 
COMBINE

LUELLEN COMBINE
This little farmer is keeping 
busy with the combine kit’s 
activity pages.

THE NUTECH TEAM

 

 Ryan Meisgeier WELCOME OUR NEW 
DSM: RYAN GILBERT 

 

 

Ryan Gilbert
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Activity page
Fun puzzles, games and more—just for kids!

My future 
farmer
We asked readers to send us pics 

of their kids enjoying farm life, and 

maybe preparing to take over the 

family business someday. Judging 

by these submissions, we think 

the future of ag is in good (and 

adorable) hands!

After Mac and Lilia greet their dad, 

Nick, they get to take a combine ride 

with Grandpa John!

Sawyer, AKA “Bean,” age 

2, helps get his Papaw’s 

tractor ready.

Ella is 6 and from Vandalia, IL. 

She loves helping Daddy plant 

corn and beans while playing 

Barbies in the tractor!

Audrey is 7 and loves all 

things farm. Her favorites 

are her cattle, horse and 

border collie, Fred.

Fall on the farm

Find your way 
back to the 
barn!

Start

ACROSS

1  Tool for yard clean-up

4  Keeps birds out of the fields

7  Trick or treat loot

9  Keeps you warm on a cool fall night

10 Gets a face for Halloween

11 Turn pretty colors in fall

kids

Af M d Lili h i d d

Audrey

Mac & Lilia

Sawyer

Ella

DOWN

2  Another word for fall

3  Time when all the crops are picked

5  Harvests the corn

6  Autumn apple juice

8  Sometimes these are

    Red Delicious

9  Unit of measurement

    for harvest
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Have you seen 
the corn today?
IF YOU ASKED THIS QUESTION TO TY MEYER IN MAY, 
YOU WOULD HAVE HEARD QUITE A STORY. 

On May 1, my wife and I had twins. We got 6 inches of rain that day. I thought, 
“How in the world are we going to get all that work done?” When you see 
ponds and puddles and 6 inches of mud in your fields, you know it’s at least 6 
weeks until it’s going to dry out.

It was a tough spring, but his two new little girls made for a nice distraction.

From about May 5 until about mid-June, I probably only got about three hours 
of sleep a night. It was a heck of a time. 

Ty didn’t finish planting until mid-July—about two months later than usual.  
On the day we spoke, Ty looked out on corn fields nearly ready for harvest, 
but still a touch green. 

I’m optimistic, but I think we’ll have a good harvest. We’re just hoping for a 
longer fall.

Today, when you ask, “Have you seen the corn today?” Ty thinks of his family, 
creating a legacy for his girls and the big picture. 

We’re out here trying to feed the world. It’s more than just an occupation. 
It’s a nice thing to think about just corn flowing in the field.

TY MEYER FARMS IN LIBERTY, IL 
AND IS THE OWNER OF TY MEYER SEEDS.

H

AVE YOU SEEN

T
H

E CORN TODAY
?

other every day at NuTech 

morning and see the corn—
and soybeans and more—and 

Watch for more 
“Have you seen the corn 

today?” stories in The Life 
magazine and on our social 
media all year long as we 

farms and farmers 
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Almost time to pack 
your bags for...

WW

BY JIM REIFENRATH ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER

Panama!
FALL 2019 13TL



 » A hotel all to 
ourselves

®

 » Choose your way to 
spend the day

 » Can’t-miss events

 » See you in Panama!

The Dreams Playa Bonita 
has been reserved 

exclusively for guests 
of NuTech Seed®. Every 

room has an ocean view.

THE HISTORY OF THE PANAMA CANAL

Around 1900, President William McKinley 
ordered a commission to study feasible 
water routes between the Atlantic and 
Pacific, including Nicaragua and Panama.5 
Despite being a narrow point of passage, 
Panama’s mountainous terrain posed 
construction problems.4 In addition, Panama 
was a territory of Colombia, and Colombia’s 
congress found the canal’s financial terms 
unacceptable. The U.S. supported Panama’s 
fight for independence and the freedom 
to complete the canal. President Theodore 
Roosevelt sent U.S. warships to aid in the 
fight for Panamanian independence.5 In 
1903, Panama gained independence from 
Colombia.2

In 1904, the U.S. Senate passed the Hay-
Bunau-Varilla Treaty, which granted the U.S. 
the power to construct a canal in Panama 
and giving it control of the Canal Zone—10 
miles wide and 51 miles long—in perpetuity 
in exchange for $10 million plus $250,000 
per year starting in 1913. The U.S. began 
construction on the Panama Canal that same 
year.2,3

In 1906, President Roosevelt traveled to 
Panama. It was the first time a sitting 
president ever left the continental United 
States while in office. His photo op—wearing 
a Panama hat while riding an earth mover 
—helped convince the Senate to fund canal 
construction.4 

The Panama Canal was built by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers6, who had to cut 
through 40 miles of the Continental Divide. 
A sea-level canal would have flooded, so 
the U.S. designed a lock canal—lower on 
one side than on the other with mountains 
in between. This engineering marvel was 
necessary to move ships and their tons 
of cargo above mountains and across the 
isthmus. Each of the canal’s four locks 
contained more steel and more concrete—
and required more labor—than it took to 
build the Empire State Building.2

Construction took 10 years and  
$345 million (over $8 billion in today’s 
dollars).4 In 1914, the Panama Canal opened 
under U.S. sovereignty, connecting the 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 2 

Even though the U.S. had originally been 
granted control of the canal, in 1978, 
President Jimmy Carter signed the Treaty 
Concerning the Permanent Neutrality and 
Operation of the Panama Canal, which 
established joint control of the passage, 
including plans to transfer the Canal to 
Panama alone in 1999. The U.S. removed its 
last troops from the Panama military base 
in November 1999 and Panama assumed 
control on December 31.2

THE PANAMA CANAL is considered one of 
the wonders of the modern world. It opened 
105 years ago, linking the Atlantic and 
Pacific Oceans and providing a new route 
for international commerce, military and 
passenger transport.1 But the Canal has a 
complicated history, from an idea more than 
500 years ago, to the engineering model 
built at the turn of the 20th century, to its 
most recent improvements. 

The idea of a canal originated in 1513 when 
Spanish explorer Vasco Balboa discovered 
that the thin isthmus of land now known as 
Panama was all that separated the Atlantic 
and Pacific Oceans.2 Then, in 1869, U.S. 
President Ulysses S. Grant ordered survey 
expeditions to Central America. The route of 
the current Panama Canal is nearly identical 
to the one proposed by Grant’s Panama 
survey.5

Construction of the canal connecting the 
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans was begun by 
the French in 1881. Ferdinand de Lesseps, 
the same engineer who designed the Suez 
Canal, suffered financial problems, and 
his crew was plagued by yellow fever and 
malaria, which claimed the lives of more 
than 20,000 workers. In 1889, De Lesseps's 
company went bankrupt and construction 
was halted.2, 3

Lowering the first bucket of concrete used in the 
construction of the canal locks, 1908. National Archives 
photo no. 185-G-1893.

A railroad bridge under construction in the canal zone, 
1912. National Archives photo no. 185-G-628.

Casco Viejo

Panama Canal

Brenda 
Reifenrath at 
the pineapple 

farm

4 5
6
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This is the life. It could also be your career.

NuTech Seed® is currently hiring 
District Sales Managers.

NuTechSeed.com/career

L I F E  I S  D E L I C I O U S

Baked Potato Soup
Submitted by Katie Allen

 

FOR CAKE:

We're Hiring!
Get cozy with these 
dishes, perfect for a 
cool fall day. 

Pumpkin Bars

Crockpot Italian Beef
Submitted by Malea Moser

Apple Crunch
Submitted by Abbie Rinkenberger

FOR FROSTING:

FALL 2019 TL16



Darren Walter, 
Grand Ridge, 
IL, was happy 
with his 
5L-308AMXT™ at 
262 bu/A— and 

his combine kit.  

262 bu/A
Grand Ridge, IL

Not ones to miss a day in 
the field, our own Scott 

Davis, Warehouse 
Supply Lead, and 

Brad Johnson, Lead 
Agronomist and 

Product Manager, 
stopped for a photo 

op on a recent 
research tour. They 

were out looking for 
potential winners for 2021. 

NuTech Corn Research Tour

Matt Neustadt’s sign expresses 
what so many growers were 
thinking this year: “We survived 
the flood!” In Portage Des 
Sioux, MO, his average was  
216 bu/A and noted winners 

were 78A1™ at 236.9 bu/A and 
68B3™ at 246.6 bu/A. 

246.6 bu/A

236.9 bu/A
Portage Des Sioux, MO

68B3AML™ wins the 
Behymer Plot in  
Mt. Sterling, IL, at 264 
bu/A. The plot averaged 
240 bu/A. (Hey, these 
people look familiar! 

Read more about their 
farm on pages 22–27.)

264 bu/A
Mt. Sterling, IL

In Montezuma, 
IA, Jason Meyer 
brought in 
6313AMXT™ at 
270 bu/A and 
71C1SSR™ at  

268 bu/A. 

270 bu/A

268 bu/A
Montezuma, IA

In Maple Park, IL 
(DeKalb County), 
Liberty 25N02™ 
yielded 73 bu/A.

73 bu/A
Maple Park, IL

68B3AML™ 
wins the 
Oldham 
Farms plot in 
Princeton, KY 

with 188 bu/A. 

188 bu/A
Princeton, KY

DESPITE A WILD AND WET SEASON for many of 

you, early harvest results are looking good. Check out these submissions 

from Central Corn Belt growers who reported the top performing NuTech 

products in their fields. We’ll be working on our analysis of 2019 results and 

look forward to sharing more detailed performance data to help you plan 

your next season.

HARVEST 
RESULTS

Early

Clint Gorden got 
236 bu/A from 
his 71C1CONV in 
Christian Co., IL.

236 bu/A
 Christian Co., IL

TLTL 19FALL 2019 18



These Crittenden 
County FFA alums in 
Marion, KY, were 
pleased with the 
performance of 
68B3VYHR™ at 

230.4 bu/A.

230.4 bu/A
Marion, KY

Maple Mount Farms 
in West Louisville, KY, 
found success with 
74J1™ at 268.4 bu/A and 

78A1™ at 285.4 bu/A.

285.4 bu/A
268.4 bu/A
West Louisville, KY

Tim Sutter 
of Rockport, 
MO, liked 
5FB-8808AM™ 
at 220 bu/A.

220 bu/A
 Rockport, MO

Harry Wentzien 
from Lincoln, 
IA, is loving his 
308AM™ at  

273.9 bu/A!

273.9 bu/A
Lincoln, IA

Mark Eilers in Grundy 
Co., Iowa, brought 
in 59 bu/A with his 
20N03E™ Enlist E3™ 
soybeans.  

59 bu/A
Grundy Co., IA

Mike Dixon of Murphy, KY, compared 
the performance of two soybean 
technologies in his fields. His 
39N03X™ Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® 
variety yielded 59 bu/A and his 
41N03E™ Enlist E3™ soybeans 

delivered 66 bu/A.

59 bu/A
66 bu/A
Murphy, KY

RANK BRAND YIELD LOCATION TEST

6 69A6Q™* 216.3 ILWC - Galva Early

7 75G1AM™* 221.8 ILWC - Galva Full

9 68B3VYHR™* 255.6 ILWC - Jacksonville Early

10 5FB-9909AM™* 255.5 ILWC - Jacksonville Early

7 75G1AM™* 251.4 ILWC - Jacksonville Full

9 74J1AML™* 250.2 ILWC - Jacksonville Full

8 5FB-9909AM™* 252.8 ILWC - Macomb Early

3 5FB-9909AM™* 254.8 ILWC - Virden Early

ILLINOIS-WEST CENTRAL

RANK BRAND YIELD LOCATION TEST

6 5L-504AMXT™* 220.1 ILNO - Tampico Ultra Early

1 5FB-9909AM™* 232.8 ILNO - Tampico Early

4 71C1PCR™ 249 ILNO - Tampico Full

4 64D1YHR™* 237.6 ILNO - Grand Ridge Ultra Early

5 5L-504AMXT™* 230.3 ILNO - Grand Ridge Ultra Early

1 69A6Q™* 265.9 ILNO - Grand Ridge Early

5 66B6Q™* 256.8 ILNO - Grand Ridge Early

6 5FB-8808AM™* 256.7 ILNO - Grand Ridge Early

4 5FB-2213AM™* 271.3 ILNO - Grand Ridge Full

7 5FB-6313AM™* 269.9 ILNO - Grand Ridge Full

3 5FB-8808AM™* 266.2 ILNO - Sublette Early

7 5FB-2213AM™* 277.8 ILNO - Sublette Full

ILLINOIS-NORTH

2019 F.I.R.S.T. TRIAL TOP 10 FINISHES

On the Henry farm in 
Indianola, IN, they found 
winners with 33N03E™ 
at 71.7 bu/A and 

30N02E™ at 71.6 bu/A.

71.7 bu/A
71.6 bu/A

Indianola, IN
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Ella is a farm girl through-and-through and loves caring for the 
animals on her family’s farm. Join us as we visit with her whole 

family—parents Brad and Ashley and big brother Alex—and 
see how this family is all-in with the farming life.
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Behymer
The

�����

Success
Enjoyment

Family
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Behymers
The

The experiences 
they’re having 

here now will 
stay with them 

forever."

"
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We sat down with Brad Johnson, NuTech Lead Agronomist 

and Product Manager, to get his perspective on early results 

from the first commercial season for Enlist E3™ soybeans. 

HOW HAS THE INTRODUCTION 
OF ENLIST E3™ SOYBEANS 
GONE THIS YEAR? 

WHAT ELSE DO FARMERS NEED 
TO KNOW ABOUT THE ENLIST 
SYSTEM?

HOW HAVE THE ENLIST™ 
HERBICIDES PERFORMED IN 
THE FIELD? 

WHAT EARLY YIELD RESULTS 
ARE YOU SEEING?

HAS THE ENLIST SYSTEM MET 
FARMERS’ EXPECTATIONS?

JEFF BOSTON

 

Field 
Notes

Q&A WITH BRAD JOHNSON

A GROWER’S 
PERSPECTIVE

"I was very 
happy how 
it stayed 
where it’s 
supposed to."

TLTL 29FALL 2019 28



Gravel 
Travels

go nuts!

Every farm town has something that makes it special. 
They’re places often just down the road, but miles 
from what you’d expect. Follow us down some gravel 
roads and discover a few hidden gems you just have 
to see when you’re out in NuTech country.

The World’s  
Largest Pecan
Brunswick, MO

L O C A L  F A V O R I T E

You could 
get a 

FREE 
CANDLE!

Psycho Silo 
Saloon
Langley, IL

 

Get crazy

The silo before it was turned into 
a weekend music venue.

Tell us about your 
Gravel Travels, get a 

FREE CANDLE
Share your favorite Gravel Travel destination with us and we’ll 
send you a special gift: A free 8oz. candle from Antique Candle Co.*

 
You could be featured in an 

FALL 2019 31TLTL30



BUT YOU WOULDN’T 
TRADE IT FOR THE WORLD.

HOW’S YOUR HARVEST GOING? 

308AM™ earns an A++. On just  
9 acres—and a rough 9 acres—
we got 240+/- bu/A. I’ve looked 

for years for a good-yielding 
108-day hybrid and have 

thrown them all out. But I’d keep 
308 around and I’m interested 
in looking at NuTech 8808 and 

9909. If 308 is this good, I can’t 
wait to try these other two.

Scott Brockelsby 
on behalf of his customer, 

Todd Megginson

Nick Buzan 
Macon County, IL

Keith Niemeier 
on behalf of his dad,  
Eddie Niemeier

Combine
confessions

I like that NuTech is family-based. It’s all about 
relationships and customer service and the product 

itself yields well.  I am pleased with the 7215 corn. It was 
tall, but it stood well and yielded well considering all the 

stressors.  It had great staygreen and was a very healthy 
plant all the way through the season. It looked good from 

the day it came up to the day we took it out.

Harvested 110 acres of NuTech 
6313AMXT™ over the weekend and 
yielded 274.6 bu/A—highest field 
average in 59 years! Corn was 

standing great, and can’t wait to  
get into the field of 2213AM™ 

—it looks great, too.

Vernon Kruger 
ECI Farms – Holland, IA

Dave Dickhut 
Fowler, IL

I’m just 
amazed at 

the yield we 
are getting 
considering 

what we went 
through this 
spring and 

the growing 
season this 

summer.

“My DSM, Wayne and my salesman, Chuck get me the right products 
for the right field for the right price. They are very knowledgeable and 

easy to deal with and if I need any help they are always right there 
to help me. We went with all dicamba this year to help with the weed 

pressure and some fields we had to spray twice and we still had some 
issues with waterhemp. Next year we will go with the Enlist system and 

we will see if that will take control of our weed pressure.”

Share your combine confessions with us on social media or send them to info@NuTechSeed.com.

TL32



success
$

768 MILLION.

 

 

A new 
definition

of

UPTOWN GIRL

“The Lord God took the man and 

 

Kate is a farm wife, mom and blogger. 
Find her Uptown Girl blog at: 
uptownsheep.com/uptown-girl---a-working-farm-wifes-blog

"Success isn’ t the culmination of work. 
It ’s the continuation of it. "BY KATE LAMBERT
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TSR BRAD COX IS

Smokin’  

Life lessons

Brad’s 
Barbecue 
Tips

Serious competitors

BRAD’S CHICKEN, RIBS AND 
BRISKET ARE FREQUENT WINNERS IN 
BARBECUE CONTESTS ACROSS THE 
COUNTRY. HERE ARE SOME OF HIS 
HINTS FOR A DELICIOUS 'CUE.

Wrap it up: 
If you’re doing ribs or brisket, 
aluminum foil is your friend. Cook 
ribs for around 2–3 hours, then 
wrap them in foil and add a little 
apple juice to keep the meat tender.

Don’t overcook your ribs: 
Most people think ribs are 
supposed to be “fall-off-the-
bone,” but actually, that means 
they are overdone. Aim for the fine 
line where they’re tender, but stay 
together.

Don’t over-season or 
over-sauce: 
The flavor of the meat should be 
the star. You can always add more 
flavor at the end. 

Strike a balance: 
The flavor should be a little salty, 
a little sweet and a 
little smoky.

Use a not-so-
secret-sauce:
Surprise: Most 
barbecue 
competitors don’t 
make their own 
sauces, but they will 
mix together different ready-
made sauces to get the flavor they 
want. Brad highly recommends 
Blues Hog Original sauce. “It’s won 
more contests than any other 
sauce,” he said. Brad thins it out a 
bit with apple juice.

BUILDING THE BOX
Brad’s daughter (and 
future BBQ champ?) 
shows off the family’s 
famous technique for 
building a box.

HOME AWAY FROM HOME 
"The Big Orange Pig” is Brad's 
home away from home at 
competitions. Custom-built, 
it’s outfitted with a commercial 
kitchen and sleeping quarters.

E

THE COMPETITION
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Meet Mike Schaefer
Sales Manager, NuTech Seed®

MIKE SCHAEFER  
 

 

Selling a strong brand

 
™

A differentiated approach
Our passion, our family

“I try not to put  
everyone in the same 
box. What works for 

me might not work well 
for the next guy.”

Get in touch with Mike and the NuTech 
sales team at info@nutechseed.com.

TLTL38 39



My favorite farm 
antiques

Cordt Holub
NuTech Territory  

Laura DeAth

See the

today!
CORN

 It’s just outside 
your window. 

No travel required! 
Just sit back and 
appreciate it now 

and then.

FALL 2019 41TLTL40



Activity page answers
kids

1 2

9

6

4

3

5

11

7 8

10

R A K E

B O N F R

S C A R E C R O W

C A N D Y

U M P K I N

L E A V E S

 

(ETS).

 

 

AM

AMX

YGCB,HXX,LL,RR2

YGCB,HX1,LL,RR2 

AMXT

RW,HX1,LL,RR2

RW,YGCB,HXX,LL,RR2

AVBL,YGCB,HX1,LL,RR2  
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Let your 
soybeans thrive.

�

™

Enlist E3™  

  |  
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